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Thinking about population diversity in trials

Design

• What populations 
to include?

Analysis

• Subgroup analysis

Interpretation

• Are results 
generalizable to 
other populations?

• (applicability)
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Can we assume (or not) that treatment effects are stable over populations?



Diversity at design stage

Most trials display diversity with regard to 

- Age

- Sex 

- Ethnicity

- Country

Even despite eligibility criteria being strict
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In most trials it is assumed that treatment effects are stable over included 
populations

Think of this from the perspective of the designer:
If subgroups are expected not to show an effect they are likely not included 
(power, costs)



Diversity at interpretation stage
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The problem of average effects
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Huge discrepancy between 

average population effects and 

effects on individual levels

Rothwell Lancet 2005



A trial: basic ‘emotions’ for subgroup analysis
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‘The trial is 
negative, but the 

drug should 
work in some 

subgroups’

‘In my experience/opinion 
this drug works better in 

subpopulation X.’

‘The data are out 
there, it’s almost 
unethical not to 

look’



What is a good rationale for subgroup analysis? 

To avoid false positive results from subgroup analysis, a good rationale is said to 

be a prerequisite

Rationale may be biological or clinical (and not political)

Mind that the rationale should be about effect modification, not about why a 

treatment works in subgroup X or Y

Example: 

Olanzapine vs risperidone in psychosis for endpoint prolactin levels (clinical 

rationale)
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Diversity: explore or ignore?
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Subgroup analysis reported in 59/97 in trials 

10 NEJM 357;21



Subgroup analysis reported in 59/97 in trials 
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Analysis often inadequately performed/reported 

NEJM 357;21  JAMA internal Medicine 2017 177;4



Population diversity (country)

12 NEJM 375;23



Probability of false positive results

If p=0.05 every true H0 has a probability of being significant of 5%
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Number of tests Probability of no false positive test

1 0.95*1 95%

2 0.95*2 90%

3 0.95*3 86%

4 0.95*4 81%

5 0.95*5 77%

10 0.95*10 60%

20 0.95*20 36%



A closer look at diversity: sex

14 BMJ 2016;355



Corroboration of subgroup findings 
(sample of 46 subgroup claims)

15 JAMA Internal Medicine 2017 177;4



Take the plus, forget the minus?

16 TRUST trial NEJM 2017

Subgroup analysis according to
- TSH level
- Sex
- Symptom score
- Age 



The interpretation of subgroup analyses I

There seems effect modification by sex

Conclusion:

It works in both men and women?

It works in men and not in women?

It works in men and to a lesser extend in women? 
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The interpretation of subgroup analyses II

In a RCT treatment is randomized, balance of prognostic variable expected 

(not guarantee)

There seems effect modification by sex

But: characteristics of subgroups are not randomized 

Confounding may exist (blood pressure, smoking status), thus subgroup 

analyses have no simple causal interpretation
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Does prespecification matter?
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Why prespecification?
Method to prevent data dredging and selective reporting

But:
Truth itself does not care whether the hypothesis was prespecified
False positive results are not prevented by prespecification, 
and design is not adapted (it maybe should)

So, selective reporting is the issue



Effect modification: the problem of scale
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Absolute 
risk 20%

Absolute 
risk 10%

Absolute 
risk 5%

• RR 0.8

• NNT 25

• RR 0.8

• NNT 50

• RR 0.8

• NNT 100

Trial with stable RR over subpopulations

BMJ 2011;343



Preliminary conclusions

• For most trials not much effect modification is expected at the design stage

• Subgroup analyses run the risk of false-positive results

• Prespecification is important to prevent selective reporting

• Empirical evidence does not suggest much true effect modification

• The interpretation is not straightforward
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Personalized medicine: diversity in ultimo?
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Personalized Medicine
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The personalized medicine principle
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How to assess efficacy PM?
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Two options

1. Subgroup analysis in trial 

according to gene/receptor 

polymorphism

2. Randomize information

3. Perfect prediction

Dekkers NTvG 2016



Randomize information
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Randomize information
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The molecular profile of a tumour was 

established with large-scale genomic testing. 

We only included patients for whom a 

molecular alteration was identified within one 

of three molecular pathways (hormone 

receptor, PI3K/AKT/mTOR, RAF/MEK), which 

could be matched to one of ten regimens 

including 11 available molecularly targeted 

agents (erlotinib, lapatinib plus trastuzumab, 

sorafenib, imatinib, dasatinib, vemurafenib, 

everolimus, abiraterone, letrozole, tamoxifen). 

We randomly assigned these patients (1:1) to 

receive a matched molecularly targeted agent 

(experimental group) or treatment at 

physician's choice (control group)

Shiva Trial Lancet Onc 2015



Randomize information
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Randomize information
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Correspondence:
In the SHIVA trial,1 28% of patient had two or more molecular alterations. Was the 
presence of additional harmful genomic alterations (polymutant cancers) associated 
with a shorter duration of response than cancers with only one identified molecular 
alteration (oligomutant cancers)? 



To conclude

• A priori not much effect modification in trials is expected

• The main problems regarding subgroup analyses are the risk of false positive 

results and the difficult interpretation

• No effect modification on a RR scale translates into different NNT when 

generalizing evidence

• Personalized medicine is not the ultimate answer to the problem of 

subgroup analysis as it still requires an …. RCT
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